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I N T ROD U C T ION
Throu~hout history, with growing populations and
improving technologies, man's interaction with the marine
environment has increased. Long before the North American
continent was settled by Europeans, man was exploiting the
fisheries resource of the sea for sustenance. As ship
design improved, naval warfare developed as an important
nation-state strategy, and merchant s~ipping became the
key to economic growth. Historically, the sea has been
viewed as a limitless resource. Even as man began to
explore the sea to gain better scientific understanding
of it, he believed that the vast ocean, covering approx-
imately 70 percent of the earth, could accommodate as
many uses as could be devised for it and could assimilate
as much waste as man could generate. Only very recently
has man realized that, through his intense interaction
with the sea, conflicts of use are developing and finite
limits of the ~ e as ' capacity to absorb and hide man's
wastes are bp i : approached.
2Initially, the coastal regions of the North American
continent were developed because of reliance on the sea
for food and commerce. As the economy of this continent
became more diverse, population centers grew around the
original settlements, tending to intensify traditional
uses of the sea and to create new uses in industrial de-
velopment and, as leisure time increased, in recreation.
The density of population today along the U.S. coast is a
clear indicator of the continued importance of the coastal
zone to the nation. According to the 1960 census, more
than 78 million people were living in the )19 counties
bordering on coastal waters, including the shores of the
Great Lakes. 1 By 1970, the population in this same area
had increased, by almost three times the overall U.S. pop-
ulation increase, to nearly 100 million people. 2 TDis
concentration of population has inevitably led to altera-
tion of the coastal marine environment.
The resulting environmental degradation has neces-
sitated a closer look at man's interaction with his marine ,
environment. Highlighting man's new awareness of his ef-
fects on the marine environment are highly productive
fisheries closed by pollution or destroyed by dredging
and filling, coastal waters closed to recreational use
because of pollution-caused health dangers, and beauty
destroyed by floating debris of human and industrial
waste. Today, the people of the United States, and in
particular those of the coastal regions, are beginning
3to devise management plans to regulate coastal resource
use.
The 1965 Water Resources Planning Act, passed to
"provide for the optimum development of the nation's
natural resources through the coordinated planning of
water and related land resources .•• ") was the first in a
series of legislative actions that would encourage coastal
zone management planning. Although thi.s act is not spe-
cifically related to coastal resources, it has significant
implications for coastal resource management because its
jurisdiction overlaus coastal estuarie~.
The 1966 Marine Resources and Engineering Develop-
ment Act made the ·f i r s t attempt to focus on the critical
needs . of the coastal zone. In addi~ion to creating a
council that provided strong initiatives for marine-
oriented policy and legislation, the act authorized two
studies to develop an information base concerning the
coastal zone1 one by an inter-agency Committee on Multiple
Use of the Coastal Zone and the other by the National Com-
mission on Marine Science, Engineering, and Resources.
The latter, know- ss the Stratton Commission Report, re-
ceived wide rec - t i on and was the impetus for more than
60 bills submit~~d to the Ninety-first Congress, in January
1969. 4 Two other complementary studies were the National
Estuarine Pollution Study, under the authority of the Clean
Water Restoration Act of 1966, and the National Estuary
Study prepared by the Fish and Wildlife Service, pursuant
4to the National Estuarine Protection Act of 1968.
The results of these studies justified the need for
strengthening the national effort to improve management of
coastal land, water, and related resources. 5 Although the
states were viewed as the "key managerial units for any
coastal resource program," technical and financial assis-
tance was needed from the federal government. 6 Congress
struggled to develop federal encouragement for coastal
zone management over two legislative sessions. Finally,
in the fall of 1972, the Coastal Zone Management Act was
passed, providing for overview by the newly formed (1970)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. If the
anticipated appropriation had not been impounded by Execu-
tive decision, this law would make substantial funding
available to coastal states for management programs.
While these national efforts were developing, some
of the coastal states were taking action on their own.
"Among the first states to initiate coastal zone and shore-
," : land management legislation, were three New England statesl
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Maine. Their wetlands
acts passed between 196) and 1967 can be attributed to
recognition of "the increasing threats to estuarine areas
from dredging and filling projects and general coastal
development coupled with growing awareness of the value of
such areas for sustenance of wildlife and fisheries, ~and
foil flood control ••• "? Together with the other New
England states and eastern New York, these states have
,.
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continued to lead the nation with new legislation and
~robably have the best developed, most comprehensive,
legislation for coastal zone management.
As is often true of pioneer legislation, there is
a discrepancy between the legislation designed to develop
efficient management and the reality of management. Some
critical barriers have been crossed in these states by
the mere passage of legislation. The details that will
make the legislation effective tools of management must
be developed with public participation. Without pUblic
understanding, the legislation will continually be con-
fronted with local protest, reSUlting in gradual attrition
of the coastal zone.
To complicate the problem faced by the New England
states in devising workable institutions and plans that
will effectively protect a predetermined minimum area of
the coastal environment and maintain a maximum of coastal
uses, the coastal zone in this region is not made up of
six discrete units that recognize state boundaries. These
' s t a t es , together with Long Island, comprise a distinct
marine region in which the coastal activities of one state
may significantly influence the uses of the coastal zone
in another state. Interstate problems need to be identi-
fied and resolved before planning becomes action.
Crucial to effective management of a distinct marine
region such as New England is the development of a regional
perception ~ the coastal zone that extends beyond the
6narrow segment that each individual community recognizes
as its own responsibility. Developing consciousness of
the coastal zone as a region demands involvement of citi-
zens. representing a broad spectrum of the public, in
planning for coastal resource use. The pUblic cannot
take a backseat role at public hearings, but must be in-
Tolved through workshops. seminars, and advisory groups
in the planning responsibility.
To emphasize the need for a regional perspective
of ~he coastal zone in effective planning in New England,
the characteristics that make New England a distinct ma-
rine region and the use conflicts that are specific to
this region are explored in the discussion that follows.
The extent to which the New England states have developed
coastal zone management, both in incremental local and
state practice and through comprehensive plans, is also
discussed. Within New England, ~here are regional organi-
zations that provide assistance and guidance in matters
relating to the coastal zone, but. to date, most of their
efrorts have been directed at general goals of management
or individual state needs. Two notable exceptions, spon-
Bored by the New England River Basins Commission, that
provide excellent examples of the kind of regional eff~rt
that may be effective in developing a perception of the
coastal zone as a region among the New England publics
will be reviewed in a discussion of the role of regional
organizations. Public participation will be considered
7as an integral part of each relevant management plan,
throughout the discussion, to suggest the relation between
public involvement and effectiveness. Finally, suggestions
for developing consciousness of the coastal zone as a re-
gion--developing a regional perspective among the publics
--are presented.
NEW ENG LAN D A S
A MAR I N E REG ION
The coastal ar-eas of the New England states and
northern Long Island comprise a distinct marine geographi-
cal region. Many of the activities taking place in Nassau
and Suffolk Counties of Long Island affect both Long Island
. Sound and the nation's eastern shore areas south of Long
Island. For coastal zone management planning, these poli-
tical units must interact with the efforts being made in
. New York City and along the New Jersey shore as well as
with efforts being made to regulate the activities that
take place along the southern New England coastal zone.
The present study relates specifically to the New England
·' ·mar i ne region, so that only those activities of Long Island
. affecting the New England coastal zone will be considered.
Historically, New England is a region of interdepen-
dent socia-economic and "Dolitical characteristics. "Yankee
tradition was born of judicious use of LNew England'i7 water
power and early mastery of sea-borne commerce ... B Beginning
with the earliest settlements, economic development centered
9in coastal communities. taking advantage of the fertile
fishing grounds in the Gulf of Maine and on George's .Bank
and access to other ports and settlements. Because the
shortest distance to Europe was from her ports, New England
soon became the focu~ of early trade with Europe and
England, advancing from a predominantly agricultural and
fishing economy to one of commerce and industry.9 Ship
building in coastal towns began with square rigged sailing
'vessels for trade with distant lands and progressed to
steamers. 10 Industrial growth, which began in the coastal
zone, gradually s pread upstream along major river basins
, I into the now heavily populated hinterland.
Individualism was a strong characteristic of the
Yankee, tending to make him resistant to change. Yet
far from being a philosophy of self-centered
individualism. the New England way was based
on a strong and justified faith in the mutual
respect that existed among all members of the
community. There was no need for laws to en-
force this behavior, for the ideas were Dart
and parcel of the men themselves. i 1
Historical pride and aristocracy, perpetuated by some of
the first and finest educational institutions that grew
in New England, can be detected threaded throughout the
New England community today. although
somewhere along the way, the New England credo
failed to get completely transmitted to the
next generation. So that the respect for land
and neighbors that was the strength of New
12England got watered down.
·_ _ ._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - -
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This region experienced its major population growth
prior to World War II. By 1930, the early industrializa-
tion that had led to the region's growth yielded outdated
factories and obsolete machinery, which, coupled with the
Depression, slowed the population growth. 1) In years since
the war, the region has maintained a fairly stable popula-
tion in numbers, however. the population is no longer
clumped into distinct cities. Following the developing
highway system, the concentration of the New England popu-
~ lat ion is extending along the coast in a continuous band
' be t ween New York and Portland. Maine, and to the eastern
extreme of Long Island. Roughly 18 million people inhabit
. the New England states and southeastern New York State,
14
nearly 50% of whom live in the coastal zone.~
This is a marine region of intense use conflicts in
which the coastal activities of one state may significantly
influence the uses of the coastal zone in another state.
Long Island Sound is affected by activities regulated by
New York, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. Narragansett
Bay is affected by activities regulated by Rhode Island
and Massachusetts. The northern part of the Cape, Boston
Harbor, the North Shore, and the New Hampshire and Maine
coastlines form a s.econd unit of interrelated marine ac-
tivities. The activities decided on by each state may
limit the activities of another state by altering the
water quality or existing parameters of the estuary or
coastal zone.
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Politically, the boundaries of the New England re-
gion can be arbitrarily determined by the boundaries
chosen for state delimitation. In discussing the New
England maririe region, one cannot be so arbitrary. There
are definite physical factors pertaining to the land-sea
interface that influence the activities of this area,
with no respect for political boundaries.
Throughout the region, at the end of the last ice
age. extensive continental shelf areas were exposed; George's
Bank was an island fringed with tidal marshes. 15 The rising
sea level caused by the melting glacier almost obliterated
the entire coastal plain in the northern part of the region
and obliterated much of it in southern New England. The
geomorphological formation of estuarine environments of the
New England coast divides the coastal area into regions.
, The coastal areas bordering the Gulf of Maine have been
' s t r ongl y influenced by glaciation, causip~ fiord estuariesJ
the coastal areas south of C~pe Cod and along Long Island
Sound, also affected by glacial erosion and sedimentation,
are more influenced by the post-glacial rise of sea level
creating drowned river valley estuaries. 16
In the Gulf of Maine, rocky seacoasts perdominate
along which the natural stresses of the waves, constantly
eroding headlands and building submarine terraces, tend to
dictate the kinds of growth found. 1? The waters here are
noticeably colder than south of Cape Cod and receive little
temperature modification from the rivers flowing into the
12
Gulf. These waters are rich in cod, haddock, wh~ting, and
ocean perch. 18 This area receives frequent stress from
northeasterly storms, necessitating protection of the
many seacoast towns.
In Long Island Sound, extending east to Nantucket,
the estuaries are more typical of the naturally stressed
temperate zone estuaries19 and are particularly valuable
for their productivity in maintaining fish stocks through-
out the New England offshore waters. Except during the
seasonal hurricanes, these waters are relatively well pro-
tected from dominant wave forces. The warmer temperatures
of the estuaries in comparison to the waters of the off-
shore area are an imnortant 'factor in their recognized
productivity and are regulated by natural conditions so
, that species carryon a continuing migration pattern to
' and from the bays and sounds. In this area, flounders,
scallops, and hake are particularly prevalent. 20 Lobsters,
' s t i l l found throughout the region, and oysters and clams
. that were once abundant seem less cognizant of the divi-
sion of this area into two distinct regions.
Water circulation and currents in these two subre-
gions seem to reflect , the geological featwres of the area,
gently mixing the waters flowing from the drowned-river-
valley estuaries of southern New England arn accentuating
the roughness of particularly the Maine coast with more
turbulent mixing in the Gulf of Maine. The circulation
'in the western end of Long Island Sound caUEes an exchange
13
with the East River. Some New York City effluent is car-
ried into the sound by a net surface transport from Upper
East River and displaced over the more dense Central Basin
water. 21 Most of this water is confined to the west end
of Long Island Sound because of limited mixing in the
Central Basin. At the eastern end of the sound, there is
a submarine ridge dividing the sound into two basins. This
ridge, the Mattituck Sill, apparently inhibits bottom water
circulation into the central basin, although there appears
to be a northern indentation in the sill, which permits
occasional overflow of Block Island Sound waters into the
central basin. 22 East of the sill, mixing results from
turbulent tidal currents. 23
The waters circulated in Narragansett Bay are from
the Block Island Sound waters and return there along with
river effluent from the several rivers entering the bay
from both Rhode Island and Massachusetts. Buzzards Bay
brings water from many small eastern Massachusetts rivers
into Block Island Sound, which, together with the water
runoff from southern Cape Cod, Nantucket and Martha's
Vineyard, enters the circulation patterns of Narragansett
Bay and Long Island Sound. Occasionally, small amounts
of Gulf Stream water overflow the continental shelf edge
south of Cape Cod, bringing typically tropical fauna into
Block Island Sound. 24
In the Gulf of Maine, tidal currents are so strong
that non-tidal circulation is often obscured. Essentially,
the gulf is muc•. : i ke a large estuary, in which the net
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surface flow is seaward, south past .Cape Cod and Nantucket
and east around George's Bank. 25 The Atlantic bottom wa-
ters form a salt water wedge near the continental shelf
edge,26 causing a salinity gradient that imposes an "im-
passible barrier" to surface flow from southward into the
gulf. 27 The cold coastal waters are probably a direct con-
tinuation of the current flowing from Cabot Strait. chilled
by ice flows approximately 300 miles northeast of the gulf. 28
Within the gulf. circulation is counterclockwise, mixing
waters from nine major tributaries and land runoff from
'over one-third of Massachusetts, two-thirds of New Hampshire,
and the entire state of Maine, as well as portions of Canada
with the gulf's salt water. 29 Figure 1 shows the predomi-
nant circulation patterns for the entire marine region.
Although these physical factors are frequently over-
looked, New England is recognized as a region for purposes
of federal administration. Regional offices of most federal
departments are housed in Boston. In response to specific
legislation that pertains to the coastal directly and in-
, directly, regional commissions have been set up in New
England to develop specific programs for the region and
ensure that a certain allocation of federal funds is dis-
persed in the region. These federal regional organizations
"include the New England Regional Co~ission established
under the Economic Development Act of 1965 and the New
England River Basins Commission established under the Fed-
eral Water Quality Control Act of 1965. A program of the
FIGURE 1: DOMINANT CIRCULATION PA'l'TERNS :i:N THE WJ.\'l'ERS
OFF THE NEW ENGLAl.'1D COAST (adapted from C. D. Hardy,
lI10vement and Quality of Lonq Island Sound Waters and




National Sea Grant Program, now administered by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the New England
Marine Resources Information Program provides a flow of
knowledge concerning the marine environment to all states
in the region. A regional office of the Army Corps of
Engineers in Waltham, Massachusetts, is available to pro-
vide engineering studies of river drainage basins or beach
erosion to the six New England states as well as to provide
permit reviews to ensure that Corps standards are followed.
Likewise, the Environmental Protection Aeency regional of-
fice provides oversight for construction permits to ensure
that water (and air) quality standards will not be violated.
Only in the last two decades has the political align-
ment of the New England states dispersed from the traditional
conservative Republican stand, that was representative of
'the prosperity of the region and its Yankee aristocracy.
Today, although e~ar participation in public affairs con-
tinues to be a distinguished attribute of the Yankees of
New England,30 the politics of the region can hardly be
used as an indicator of regional unity. There are indica-
tions of a growing sense of regionalism in New England
reflected in the establishment of new regional
institutions, such as the New England Energy
Policy Staff, and a more cohesive re~ional
stance; such as that presented by the Governors
. 1 ·' d l' '1' t 31and the Congress~ona e egat~ons on 01 ~mpor s.
A few of the present New England politicians have spoken






zone -- Senators ~uskie, Kennedy, and Pell, and Congress-
man Hastings Keith who stepped down in the most recent
election.
Despite the significant social, economic, political,
and environmental interdependence of states within the New
England marine region, many of the activities of the coastal
zone prevent or limit other uses of the resource. Some
coastal uses alter the resource so that no other potenti21
use of a given site can be realized. Some activities are
incompatible because they can not be pursued at the same
time, or in the same pl~ce. Pollution eliminates certain
uses of the resource by causing health and aesthetic prob-
lems. Through careful management of the coastal zone, a
balance between conflicting uses can be achieved, allowing
realization of a maximum number of activities.
Industrial growth may alter the ecology of the coast-
al zone in many ways. Not only does industry use water for
operation and cooling of its facilities, but industrial
plants often return inadequately treated effluent, contain-
ing chemical and thermal wastes, to the natural system.
One of the earliest industrial alterations prac-
ticed in [the region? was construction of small
dams at the head of tide in many estuaries ...
trapping silt above the dam, rather than allow-
ing it to deposit naturally ~n the estuary, and
••. prev: , ting the free mixing of salt and fresh
waters. )
This alteratio. of river flow changes the estuarine circu-
lation pattern. perhaps destroying its efficiency in
18
dispersal of pollutants. Many of the industrial complexes
are also viewed as aesthetic pollution. The manufacture
of electrical machinery and nuclear and fossil fuel power
plants are representative of the continuing industrial
demands on water resources of the coastal zone.
The focus of commercial shipping has moved from the
New England ports to New York City, yet the New England
ports· are still active, providing considerable economic
impact in the coastal zone. New London and Newport are
active military ports. Bridgeport, New Haven, Providence,
Boston, and Portland continue to service commercial ships,
particularly in intercoastal trade. The Port of Providence
has been a major testing ground for the LASH concept in
ocean transportation, serving as the New England dispersal
I . port for LASH-carried cargo. 33 Portland is the g~cond
largest oil handling port on the east coast. 34 Although
commercial shipping is the source of considerable economic
impact in the region, it is a potential threat to water
quality through oil pollution.
Much of the coastal plain quality of the New England
continental shelf has made the region an excellent area for
-of f shor e dredging for sand and gravel. Recently a rich
'black mud, found off considerable portions of the New
England coast, has proved useful for manufacture of effi-
cient, economical building material. 35 If taken only from
areas heaVily contaminated with oil, toxic material, and
' chemi ca l s , use of this mud could help remove much of the
19
pollution imbedded in the coastal sediments. Offshore
dredging, however. can be detr~mental to living seafloor
resources, such as mussels, clams, and lobsters, destroy-
ing their habitats and smothering them with debris.
In 19?1, the United States Department of Interior
and oil companies' spokesmen indicated the potential for
petroleum exploration and development on the New England
continental shelf, particularly in the area of Georges'
Bank. 36 Development of an oil industry in New England to
"r e f i ne and distribute the exploited oil would have signif-
icant impact on coastal zone use, increasin~ economic
revenue but presenting a very serious potential pollution
problem and spatial use conflict that might interfere, par-
. ticularly with fishing on Georges' Bank.
Commercial fishing in New England is worth approxi-
mately $165 million a year, in fish catch alone. 3? The
catch of some species most prevalent in the past is declin-
ing, but there is potential for exploitation of underutilized
species, such as shrimp. Commercial fishing supports numer-
ous land-based canneries and processing plants. adding to
its economic imnact. Furthermore, the atmosphere provided
by the fishermen in New England is a considerable asset to
the tourist industry. The greatest use conflict for the
commercial fisherman occurs in the area of federal juris-
dictbn and beyond, where highly efficient foreign fishing
fleets take larRe proportions of the catch and have severely
damaged some stocks through overfishing. Bottom trawlers
20
and lobster pot fisherme.n also exnerience some conflict
and are incompatible in the same area. The use of aqua-
culture for raising oysters, and possibly lobsters, in
New England is in experimental stages to determine if
the process can be an economic asset to the fishing
industry. 38 If widely implemented throughout New England,
aquacuL'ture would require exclusive use of selected es-
-t uar i ne areas.
A major development in the New England economy has
been made in the marine recreation industry. This region
has long been the heart of Northeastern water-oriented
recreation. Before leisure became an integral part of the
nation's lifestyle, the New England population was taking
advantage of the seacoast for solitude and ~elaxation.
Many of the summer homes along the coast we~e built late
in the 19th century to be enjoyed for recreation. So~e
of the earliest summer camps for young peop]e were founded
at the turn of the century in New England's coastal region.
Since World War II, there has been a fantasiic growth of
interest and participation in outdoor recreation,39 As
recreation s~ace becomes more limited in the southern ~or­
tion of the total region. increasing recreation pressure
'is placed on Mai.ne ' s coastal waters.
The boating industry specializes in s~lboats or
, pleasure motorboats, catering to the increas]ng recrea-
tiona~ boating interest. The last decade h~ shown a high
increase in boating use. and, by 1970, an estimated half
21
million outboard motors were in use in New England. 40
Small craft are considered potential polluters, because
they have inadequate sanitary facilities, but, apparently,
no conclusive information has been revealed indicating
that congregations of pleasure boats significantly alter
water quality.41 In one study of the marina as an eco-
logical system, "the production and respiration of the
' pl ankt on community did not reflect any detrimental effects
from boat use ••• " nor was there "evidence of environmental
d t " t " f b t d " "d bb" h ,,42e erlora lon rom oa - er1ve sewage or ru 18 .•.
Considerable money is devoted to sports fishing in
the region. Although many sports fishermen use boats,
'many more fish from beaches, breakwaters, and piers. The
season for surf fishing complements other uses of the
beach, but other forms of sports fishing often conflict
with the activities of the commercial fishermen and may
present spatial conflict in navigation channels. The
limited coastal area available for pUblic fishing and
other recreation impairs the enjoyment of many fishermen
who appreciate the solitude of the sport.
Whatever their tastes, more and more people find
the natural beauty of the ••• coastline provides
satisfaction and re-creation for their inner
selves, yet more and more they are met with
tall fences blocking the view of sea and shore,
or with NO TRESPASSING signs instead of a wel-
come mat. 43
There are a growing number of people who come on
foot to e~joy the sand, sun, and water of the region's
22
beaches. The nation has chosen the New England' region
for "a number of preservation areas, such as the Cape Cod
National Seashore and the Maine wildlife preserves, and
has considered extending protection to some of the re-
.g i on ' s 1,694 islands, many of which represent places of
escape and sanctuaries for recreation and renewal. 44 The
treasured solitude of earlier times is difficult to find
during the busy summer tourist season, for very little
of the New England coastline, particularly south of
"Por t l and , remains untouched by the growing demand for
"recreation.
The colorful New England history is a chief attrac-
·tion in drawing tourists to the region. 45 Because much
of New England's early growth and history centered about
its rivers and bays, historic preservation becomes a
- " unique opportunity for the coastal zone.~b Colonial or
'Georgian architecture, rural-coastal village greens,
, colonial and revolutionary historic sites, wharf areas
(such as Bowen's Wharf in Newport47) and other vestiges
of the region's heritage can be identified for restoration.
The educational institutions of the New England area
have developed some of the nation's best research programs
"'of the coastal regions and the deep ocean. More slowly,
.. vocational programs emphasizing marine trades are being
added to the curriculum. Seven Maine colleges have joined
" wi t h Southern Maine Technical and Vocational Institution
to form an oceanograph'.c consortium. 48 The University of
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New Hampshire has recently established the Jackson Estua-
rine Laboratory to emphasize studies of estuaries such as
Great Bay. It also has developed an ocean engineering
program. Massachusetts has 31 private and public institu-
tions with marine science and marine technology programs,
including Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution which is
described as representing a "major national investment".49
The University of Rhode Island has a erowing oceanographic
research complex. with complementary programs in ocean en-
gineering, marine resource economics. commercial fishing,
and marine affairs (covering international and national
controls for managing and protecting the marine environ-
ment.) The University of Connecticut's small oceanographic
research effort is supplemented by the U.S. Coast Guard
facilities for marine res~arch and technology. Recently,
the State University of New York at Stony Brook has been
developing an increased emphasis on oceanographic studies
of Long Island Sound to become an important research cen-
ter for regional coastal studies. 50
Research seldom represents a use conflict, but rather
is a definite asset to a region, bringing money into the
area as well as educated people who tend to raise the par-
ticipation level of regional planning. It is a clean activ-
ity, h~ving a "minimum detractive environmental effect. 1I 51
'Marine research, instrumentation, and technology firms
'have grown up in New England to complement government and
institutional research.
24
The estuarine areas have been used as the ultimate
dumping ground for man's individual and industrial wastes.
Most of the sewage that is dumped into the rivers and coast-
al areas of the region receives, at best, primary treatment.
Because there are no separate storm sewers, heavy rainfall,
which is frequent in New England, often eliminates even the
primary treatment process. Along the coast, private septic
tanks are still common. The many rivers that drain the hin-
terland in New England carry increasing amounts of pollution
from municipal and industrial wastes into the coastal areas.
The greatest Dollution problem occurs in the waters south
'of Portland, where the population pressure and concentration
of industries is higher. North of Portland, rivers are
polluted with pulp wastes from mills. Pollution in the
coastal zone interferes with many of the other uses dis-
cus~ed, and is now being given serious federal consideration
, through the Environmental Protection Agency.
In summary, the New England marine geographical region,
which includes the northern portion of Long Island because
of its importance in management planning for Long Island
Sound and Block Island Sound, is divided into two subregions.
In each of these regions, the water is circulated in a man-
'ne r that affects much of the coastal area. The southern
subregion is characterized by very heavy population along
the coastal zone and intense intermingling of uses of the
zone. The northern subregion shows a gradual lessening of
population northeast of Portland and, at present, has
25
evidence of fewer use conflicts with many more options
open for management.
The area has a history of development as a region.
Administrative subdivisions recognize New England· as a
regional unit with problems and needs that are interrelated.
Yet the importance of focusing on the regional nature of
the coastal zone in New England has not been widely recog-
nized, as planning for coastal resource use has developed.
Because pressure for development and population spread along
the coast are likely to continue, focus on the total region
may provide the only real alternatives in management deci-
sions. Without a regional focus, town and state coastal
. zone plans will soon begin to conflict with those of neigh-
boring communities. With a regional focus, development
,'needs can be balanced with preservation and recreation
. needs, to the greater satisfaction of all involved.
INC REM E N TAL C 0 A S TAL
Z 'O N E LEG I S L A T ION
Individually, each of the states that comprise the
marine geographical region under discussion has made some
effort to control activities affecting the coastal zone.
The extent of thes~ efforts varies widely from state to
state and shows little cognizance of the impact of the
regional nature of the area. However. because the ear-
liest actions were taken in direct response to damaging
effects of local activity. much of which is similar
throughout the region. there is coherence in some of the
efforts made in each of the region's states. Each of
the states considered wetlands preservation.
The coastal wetlands of New England are one of the
primary contributing factors for the rich fisheries and
wildlife found along the Atlantic seaboard. Here. the
fresh water runoff from the mainland converts ocean salt
water into a brackish state that is essential for the
propagation of shellfish,52 providing the environment
for detritu~. formation that is the base of the entire
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estuarine food chain. The wetlands also provide protec-
tion against flooding in heavy storms. collecting waters
that might otherwise flood the low coastal plains and
dissipating them slowly into the ocean. and reducing the
Wdanger from tidal floods by absorbing the blows of pound-
ing waves from the sea,n53 As New England has grown,
these fragile and important areas have been dredged for
navigation ~nd mining. and filled to make more room for
coastal residences and industry. However. by 1969, all
the states in the region had enacted legislation that,
at least, provided token protection for the intertidal
salt marshes and coastal wetlands.
In 1957, in response to the threat to a ,mar sh in
Ipswich by a dredge and fill project, the Massachusetts
legislature passed the Conservation Commission Act, which
p~ved the way for effective statewide environmental pro-
grams. The commissions, established locally for nthe
promotion and development of the natural resources and
for the protection of the watershed resources,,,54 empha-
size preservation through local public involvement.
Recommended programs for conservation planning are de-
veloped through continuing public review of marsh lands,
swamps, and other wetlands. Considerable effort by the
Division of Natural Resources to encourage the develop-
'ment of the commissions resulted in the establishment of
comm~·sions in nearly two-thirds of the communities in
Massachusetts by 1964. 55 The Massachusetts Self-Help
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Act of 1960 provided financial assistance to communitie~
desiring to acquire lands for extending conservation and
resource planning.56 A statewide organization of Con-
servation Commissions was formed
to provide for the exchange of information and
ideas among individual Commissions, to provide
a united, coordinated front for supporting en-
vironmental legislation in the state legislature,
and to promote public education concerning pres-
ervation and management. 57
The Jones Act, enacted by the Massachusetts legis-
lature in 1963, was the first specific legislative recog-
nition of the need to preserve the remaining wetlands
because of their importance to marine fisheries and the
state's shellfish resources. 58 This legislation enables
the State Department of Public Works to prohibit dredging
if it determines that
the dredging would prove harmful to any harbor,
other navigable tide waters, or any natural
barrier that provides protection agai.nst ero-
sion by the sea for land bordering on the sea,
or for adjacent upland areas. 59
Furthermore, the Director of Marine Fisheries may impose
modifications on any project to protect shellfish or ~arine
fisheries in the area of the work.
In 1965, a much more effective law was passed, au-
thorizing the Commissioner of Natural Resources to "adopt,
amend, modify, or repeal orders regulating, restricting or
prohibit~. g dredging, filling, removing or otherwise
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altering, or polluting coastal wetlands.· 60 This Coastal
Wetlands Protection Act provides for identification of
wetlands to be used in issuing restrictive orders. As
of June 1971, almost 23.000 acres of coastal wetlands
61had been preserved through restricted usage. If the
restrictive orders are found to be an unreasonable exer-
else of police power, depriving the owner of practical
use of his property, the state may negotiate purchase of
the property. To raise the question before the court,
however. the owner must prove title to the land. Because
titles to much of the coastal area are vague
and subject to challenge and the title searches
needed to clear ••• titles are very expensive,
the above requirement had forclosed the possi-
bility of challenges on many wetland areas. 62
"Thus , most of the wetlands affected by restrictive orders
remain in the hands of the landowner and continue to pro-
vide tax revenue to the local government.
In the fall of 1972, the New Wetlands Protection Act,
consolidating the former inland and coastal wetlands laws,
became effective. The new law broadens the scope of envi-
ronmental protection to include protection of nany bank •
. beach, dune, flat, marsh, meadow or swamp bordering on the
. oceanl ••. or any lana subject to tidal action, coastal storm
flowage or flOOding. H6J To increase the effectiveness of
the act, local Conservation Commissions are given more au-
"thor i t y in restricting projects that may adversely effect
water supplies, storm and flood prevention. pollution
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control, or fisheries protection. 64
In the past 25 years approximately 25 percent of the
Long Island wetlands has been destroyed. 65 Through the
1959 Long Island Wetlands Act, which provided for state
support for preservation and management of wetlands owned
by local government, almost half of the 31.500 acres of
remaining wetlands estimated to be owned by local govern-
ments have been dedicated for conservation purposes. 66
The act makes no provision for an inventory or regulation
of the wetlands in private hands. Additional marsh areas.
however. have been acquired by the state through the Park
and Recreation Land Acquisition Bond Act of 1960 and the
power of eminent domain granted for use in wetlands
° • to 67acqul.Sl. ~on.
The Wetlands Act does not provide a local mechanism,
such as the Massachusetts Conservation Commissions. for
developing preservation and management plans, but Long
Island communities have taken action to protect additional
wetlands by local ordinances. One of the most comprehen-
sive town actions was the 1963 establishment of a Hempstead
Department of Conservation and Waterways, which outlined
the allowable uses of the wetland areas of the town. 68 In
1969, Suffolk County passed an Environmental Bill of Rights,
' wh i ch established a council for environmental quality, to
review all proposed dredging and filling projects, and
th . d tl d . . to 69 . i .au or~ze we an, s acquls~ ~on. Thl.S leg slatlon has
provided substantial protection for more than t~o-thirds
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of Long Island's coastal wetlands. Its success seems to
be related to the direct response by local government to
local public pressure.
By New York law, ecological standards have been es-
tablished for use by the Conservation Department in issuing
permits for dredging. Nassau and Suffolk Counties, however,
are exempt from these laws and subject, instead, to federal
jurisdiction -for all activities that create a disturbance
affecting navigable waters.,,70 The U.S. Corps of Engineers,
the agency responsible for permits, has not, in the past,
considered ecological effects. Thus, in April 1965, the
New York State Water Resources Commission determined that
all notices of the Corps pertaining to dredging should be
evaluated by the Commission for ecological consideration.?1
This effort curtailed relatively few of the proposed" dredg-
ing and filling projects on both private and pUblic lands
not dedicated for conservation pubposeso The Division of
Marine and Coastal Resources, created in 1969, undertook
continuing review of Corps permits as part of its respon-
sibility to manage "the state's coastal resources in order
to maximize the use of renewable and non-renewable resources
and minimize the areas of conflicting uses.·?2 This divi-
sion~s responsibilities also include implementation of
wetlands preservation programs. The division has a strong
mandate to balance development and preservation of coastal
resources. and has provided better protection of wetlands
than previous state review. 7)
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In Rhode Island, there ,has been a ~growing awareness
of the desirability of controlling the development of •••
Lth~ coastal zone stretching back at least as far as
1935•.••74 Not until 1965 was wetlands preservation
legislation enacted. The Intertidal Salt Marsh Act gave
authority to the Director of Natural Resources to deny
a permit to fill or dredge a salt -marsh , if the proposed
action was determined to be detrimental to the e~ology
01 the marsh. 75 The Coastal Wetlands Act provided for
the issuance of restrictive orders concerning the uses
of coastal wetlands. 76 Neither of these acts had much
impact in protecting the coastal wetlands. The defini-
tion of intertidal salt marsh in the first act was too
narrow, and, although the definition of the applicable
area in the second act was broader, the act did not pro-
vide for a wetlands inventory. Restrictive orders were
seldom enforced because any landowner "who thought that
he had suffered damages" was eligible for compensation.??
The lack of mention of these two acts in several recent
articles concerning coastal zone management in Rhode
Island78 seems indicative of their limited impact.
Maine, influenced by the Massachusetts Coastal
Wetlands Protection Act, passed its own Wetlands Act in
1967, to be administered by a Wetlands Control Board.
The Wetlands Control Board, composed of state officials
from pertinent agencies, or the municipality immediately
concerned can reject a pe rmit application to dredge, fill,
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or otherwise alter a coastal wetland, if either believes
that.
the proposal would threaten the public safety,
health, or welfare. would adversely affect the
value or enjoyment of the property of the abut-
ting owners, or would be damaging to the conser-
vation of public or private water supplies or
of wildlife or freshwater, estuarine, or marine
fisheries. 79
In implementing the provisions of the act, the municipal-
ities are hesitant to disapprove an application in absence
of overwhe lming local sentiment against the application. SO
No attempt has been made to increase the awareness of the
public involved of the implications of wetlands control.
The Wetlands Control Board has no power or funds to pro-
vide an inventory of wetlands, so it handles each applica-
tion without regard for a total coastal zone impact. The
Wetlands Act does "provide a temporary moratorium or slow-
down in filling or dredging until factors other than the
immediate project at hand can be taken into consideration."Sl
In 1971, Act 541 authorized the Wetlands Control Board
to institute a wetlands survey program follower by issuance
of restrictive orders. 82 If a restrictive order is con-
tested and the court rules in favor of the landowner. the
Wetlands Co:rltrol Board has the power to negotiate purchase
of the wetJ - la. However. in most cases, the court should
find that the early Colonial Ordinances of Maine, which
have traditionally prohibited the landowner from restricting
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the public rights of fishing and navigation on property
between the low and high tide water line, provide legal
justification for the issuance of restrictive orders. 8)
In 1967, the New Hampshire General Court enacted
legislation to control "dredging and filling in tidal
areas and in public waters."84 The emphasis of this leg-
islation was to ensure the preservation of water quality
and protection of wildlife and fisheries. Permits for
dredging or filling of tidal flats, marshes, or swamps
in and adjacent to tidal waters must be obtained from
the Port Authority, which may deny a permit or require
"the installation of bulkheads, barriers, containment
structures, etc., to prevent fill runoff into tidal
waters. "85 This portion of the legislation seems weak
because the Port Authority controls much of the 17!-mile
coastline and has major interest in port and navigation
improvement. The legislation also authorizes the Direc-
tor of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department to im-
pose restrictions on a proposed action if it affects
shellfish or marine fisheries. Separate acts require
approval for "dredging, excavating, or removing of any
bank, flat, marsh, swamps or lake bed that lies below
the mean high water level ••• • 86 based on evaluation by
the Water Resources Board, and procurement of a permit
from the Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission
~before any dredging, excavating, mining, or construction
is undertaken in the surface waters of the state_"8?
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With the help and encouragement of private groups,
the Fish and Game Department has acquired small areas of
tidal marsh. 88 In April 1970. the Director of the New
Hampshire Office of State Planning commented confidently
that
the many groups who have fttalked- marsh acqui-
sition for many, many years will soon act to
make that acquisition real; ••• the special ses-
sion of our legislature will pass a dredge and
fill bill they could not have gotten through
even a year ago. 89
However. the draft report of a 1972 planning study in the
state recommended that key saltmarsh and coastal recrea-
tion areas be placed in public trust and that existing
state .s t at ut es concerning the "protection and management
of critical natural resources in the Coastal Area. with
' emphas i s on tidal wetlands," be strengthened. 90 Obviously,
adequate legislation has not yet been implemented.
Connecticut. holding firm belief that acquisition is
the best means of protecting the remaining wetlands. 91 has
been slow to pass legislation to protect privately owned
coastal wetlands. In 1969. Act 695 was enacted, requiring
the Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources to
inventory the state's coastal wetlands to provide a com-
prehensive guideline ~or issuance of permits to regulate
the use of wetlands areas. 92 By 1971. 98 percent of the
state wetlands had been classified, but prior to their
classification there was an apparent increase in filling
operations as a result of the passage of the act, stimu-
lated by knowledge that filling would be prohibited once
the protected areas were charted. 93 The act authorizes
the Commissioner of the Department of Agriculture and
Natural Resources to grant. deny, or approve with modi-
fication permit applications for dredging or filling in
classified wetlands. taking into consideration the effect
of the proposed project on "the pUblic health and welfare,
marine fisheries, shell fisheries, wildlife, the protec-
tion of life and property from flood, hurricane, or other
natural disasters ..• "94 Through appeal, the decision can
be negated or damages awarded to the property owner "if
the court finds that the decision is an unreasonable
exercise of power. n95
For more than 30 years, Connecticut has had a pro-
gram of wetlands acquisition, which will complement the
wetlands preservation program, particularly if the court
rules that the owner must be compensated for land re-
stricted by wetlands classification. In 1967, Connecticut
strengthened its acquisition powers, authorizing the Board
of Fisheries and Game "to acquire wetlands by eminent do-
main and by paying the unpaid municipal property taxes on
wetlands for which the tax payments were six or more years
delinquent. n96
At the local level, the 24 coastal communities have
Planni~ and Zoning Commissions, which have been active in
producing natural resource inventories, regulating develop-
ment. and administering wetland protection and beach erosion
J?
control. 97 Seventeen of the coastal towns have also estab-
lished conservation cow~issions to provide for better
citizen involvement in local conservation and development
decisions.
The wetlands legislation represents the most system-
atic implementation of incremental coastal zone regulation
in the New England marine region. Recent federal legisla-
tion has proVided strict water quality standards, neces-
sitating new state and local pollution controls. Resultant
changes in sewage treatment, industrial waste treatment,
and port regulations have significant effects on the
coastal zone. Specific coastal zone pollution laws within
this marine region have generally been weak. For example,
the 1969 New Hampshire statute concerning coastal pollution
does not mention penalties for the polluter, and those most
directly affected by the pollution are seldom compensated
for the damage incurred. 98 Under new federal directives,
pollution controls are becoming more stringent. other
legislative initiatives within the region that indirectly
affect the coastal zone are power plant and industrial
siting regulations. Many of these regulations, however,
have given only token consideration to environmental quality.
Two laws passed by the 1970 special session of the
Maine 1e ture exemplify the growing trend within the
region to enforce stricter environmental controls. The
Coastal Conveyance of Petroleum Act authorizes the Environ-
mental Improvement Commission to make regulations nfor the
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transfer of oil and petroleum products between vessels within
the jurisdiction' of the State."99 Those who spill oil within
this jurisdiction are liable for damages and are responsible
for prompt removal of the spilled oil. Unless the violator
promptly notifies the Environmental Improvement Commission
of the spill and begins removal, he must pay a penalty for
each day that the oil remains in the water. l OO Penalties
will be used to finance the Maine Coastal Protection Fund,
f h · h ddt' ' 11 ' t' 101rom W 10 amage par 1es w~ rece~ve compensa 1on.
With regulatory powers and the necessary funding to imple-
ment its provisions. this law promises to be effective.
Site location regulation has been enacted to control
industrial and commercial development in the coastal zone,
in an effort to minimize the negative effect of this con-
struction on water quality, scenery, natural resources, or
property values. Under this law, the Environmental Improve-
ment Commission has the authority to permit or deny commer-
cial or industrial 'deve l opment that covers more than 20
acres of land, involves drilling for or excavating natural
resources, or involves structures having a ground area of
60,000 square feet or greater. Approval of a project is
SUbject to four criteria, including its harmonious rela-
tionship to the existing natural environment and uses of
that environment. 102 The applicant must "show that the
proposed project meets the ••• criteria and that the pUblic's
health. safety, an~ general welfare will be adequate ly
protected. n10J This law is not based on a comprehensive
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plan; however, the Coastal Development Plan that will be
described shortly should enable the Commission to make
decisions regarding environmental impact other than im-
mediate pollution effects.
This piecemeal legislation, combined with local
zoning in some areas, provides minimal protection for
most of the endangered coastal resources. Massachusetts,
with the influence of public involvement through the local
Conservation Commissions and New York with strong initia-
tives coming from the local publics seem particularly
successful in implementing effectiv legislation providing
for incremental protection of the coastal zone. The power
of acquisition, which is prominent in many of these state
laws, gives legal muscle to coastal wetlands preservation
but does not necessarily bring strong support for the
measures enacted. The trend in Connecticut toward local
planning and regulation suggests the ineffectiveness of
acquisition i ri developing public support and the need for
more pUblic involvement in administering wetland protection.
TOW A R D COM PRE HEN S I V E
P LAN N I N G AND MAN AGE MEN T
Overall, the need for comprehensive planning for
coastal zone management has become increasingly apparent.
Three out of the six states in this region initiated ac-
tion even before the 1969 announcement of President Nixon's
five-point marine program, which included establishment of
a national policy for management of the coastal zone that
would provide funding for state planning and management
programs.
Although Rhode Island is the only state in the re-
gion with ~~ extant coastal zone council that has legal
power to issue permits based on a comprehensive plan for
coastal zone use, New York and Massachusetts were first
in initiating comprehensive planning. The Nassau-Suffolk
Regional Planning Board of Long Island, established in
1965. recognized almost immediately that the land-sea
interface presented special problems in management. To
deal with these coastal zone planning problems the board
appointed an Oceanographic Committee. The committee,
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after a year-long study, indieated the "need for the estab-
lishment of a marine resources council with the purpose of
coordinating a continuous regional approach to the manage-
ment and enhancement of the marine environment."104 The
council was envisioned as an advisory group composed of
citizen and governmental members, representative of all
interests in the marine environment, that would fo~ulate
a comprehensive plan for the management of the marine
environment and the encouragement of its use. This concept
is not intended to precl~de the eventual enlargement of the
administrative functions to include regulatory activity.105
Other functions of the council include coordinating
the actions of governmental line agencies! serving as a
catalyst for bringing the various universities, colleges,
and research institutions together to work on "those aspects
of curriculum, staff, facilities and research programs re-
lated to the marine sciences and ocean engineering that
are more suited to mutual effortf" and serve as the clear-
ing house for data collected pertinent to the issues of
the Long Island Marine environment. 106 Since its inception
in 1967. the Marine Resources Council of the Nassau-Suffolk
Regional Planning Board has actively reviewed problems
routed to it by the regional board. initiated discussion
of problems identified by the membership. and contracted
with the Center for 'the Environment and Man to prepare
detailed guidelines for marine resource planning. 107 To
support their research efforts the council has secured
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Sea Grant funding. This c~uncil is conscientiously de-
veloping a plan for resource management b~t still has no
powers of implementation or regulation.
After six years of research and recommendations,
the council has almost completed ·planning and research
guidelines concerning beach protection, dredging, wetlands
management and water supply/waste-water disposal ... .108 If
the guidelines are adopted by the regional board. the
Marine Resource Council must take a more public role to
educate both decision makers and the voting public regard-
ing the management of marine resources. 109 Their planning
effort may face substantial opposition in the legislature
because the entire effort has relied on the work of a ~e-
search task force that has had little continuing contact
with the public. Little effort has been made to involve
the public in formulation of the planning document, or
even to keep the public openly informed. During this six-
year research period, only a few public information meetings
have been held by the Council to explore areas of management
considerations. 110 Research documents have been available
in highly technical format. However. the public recommen-
dations of the council have apparently been well received
and have infll..encad management decisions made concerning
uses of the L~ ng Island coastal zone. l l l The local efforts
of Long Island communities discussed earlier suggest that
the council's recommendations may simply reiterate local
sentiment. :.n a highly sophisticated form.
4)
In May, 1968, the Massachusetts Commission on Ocean
Management (MACOM) was established by Executive Order 59,
••• to develop a comprehensive, long-range plan
for the conservation and orderly management of
the Commonwealth's resources and assets in
coastal, estuarine, and submerged areas, as
well as for the protection of the Common-
wealth's interests in deep ocean research and
related activities I
••• to determine guidelines for state policies
respecting relationships with the federal gov-
ernment and the government of other States with
respect to a) the desirability and feasibility
of entering into agreements concerning the ex-
tent of the Commonwealth's offshore jurisdiction,
and b) entry into multistate compacts for regional
. h d l' 112marlne researc an p annlng; •••
MACOM's creation was the climax of the Massachusetts
Stake in the Ocean Conference, and it was hoped that it
could implement the recommendations that were presented at
that conference. However, the formation of MACOM was not
backed by the legislature and no funding or staff was pro-
vided to implement its proposed functions.
Executive action established the Division of Mineral
Resources within the Department of Natural Resources in
implementation of the recommendation that ~An organization
be created to administer sub-surface exploration and ex-
ploitation of mineral resources. "11) Individuals on MACOM
responded to a request to help define the job specifications
necessary for the new Director of the Division of Mineral
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114Resources. A little more than a year after MACOM's
formation, MACOM Chairman D. Reid Weedon, Jr., wrote a
despondent note to Governor Sargentl MACOM had antici-
pated that "advice and counsel would be sought at the
initiative of several parts of the State Government con-
cerned with ocean. but this has clearly not happened. n115
Members were frustrated at the "inability of MACOM to deal
constructively with major issues facing the State in con-
nection with the ocean. a116
Unfortunately, MACOM has failed to become an effective
planning or mana~ement body. In the pending environmental
reorganization plan the MACOM function will be split among
several divisions, completing its demise. i t ? In 1971. a
bill was drafted "to secure the effective conservation and
sound development of the seacoast of the commonwealth through
comprehensive planning" but was never submitted. Thus. to
date, there is no public impetus behind comprehensive coastal
zone management in Massachu~etts. Fortunately. Massachusetts
has had better success implementing legislation dealing with
individual coastal zone uses. Massachusetts is also involved
in the South Eastern New England Study of the New England
River Basins Commission. which will be discussed in detail
in the chapter concerning regional efforts in planning.
The need for a comprehensive coastal resources manage-
ment plan in Rhode Island was noted in a January 1969 report
to the Governor by the Natural Resources Group. This pri-
vate citizen interest group focused on the impact of
Narragansett Bay in the Rhode Island economy and recom-
mended that a "satisfactory means of guiding or directing
its use and development for the best overall interests of
the state and its people" be established. l t 8 Governor
Licht responded by appointing a Technical Committee in
March 1969 to investigate an adequate solution to the need
for future management policies for Narragansett Bay and
the coastal region. A year later, the first Technical
Committee report was issued, reviewing coastal zone activi-
ti~s and programs of Rhode Island agencies. identifying
current and potential uses and users of the coastal zone.
classifying problems and conflicts within the coastal zone
into problem areas; establishing the need for a coastal
zone management mechanism; and proposing the creation of
a Coastal Zone Council,119 The proposed council would
formulate a comprehensive plan, implement the plan, make
related studies and investigations, and coordinate all
coastal zone activity for the state. 120 An Act Establish-
ing a Coastal Zone Council Defining its Functions, and
Making- an Appropriation Therefor was introduced to the
General Assembly in March 1970 to implement the recommenda-
tions of the Technical Committee. At a public hearing on
the proposed legislation, vehement opposition was expressed
concerning encroachment on local powers and prerogative
and authority to acquire land. 121 The first proposed
council d-id not allow for adequate representation of
coastal communities.
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In November 1970, the Technical Committee was expanded
to revise the proposed legislation so that it would provide
for "an acceptable. effective and equitable mechanism to
ensure the proper and orderly development and management
of Narragansett Bay and the Coastal Zone."122 To do this,
the Technical Committee retained the prOVision for broad
powers of the proposed council over coastal waters, requir-
ing that anyone proposing development or operation in coastal
waters. to obtain a permit, must
demonstrate that his proposal would not l)conflict
with any resources management plan or program;
2) make any area unsuitable for any uses or ac-
tivities to which it is allocated by a resources
management plan or program; or 3) significantly
damage the environment of the coastal region. 123
The authority of the council over land areas was limited
to situations in which "there is a reasonable probability
of conflict with a plan or program for resources management
d t th t 1 . t 124 S . it' .or amage 0 e coas a enVlronmen." pecl.f c ac IVl.-
ties that might be considered under this provision were
detailed in the act. The new act. passed in July 1971,
also provided for a substantial increase in coastal repre-
sentation. The necessary modifications limit the effect of
the council on local zoning and taxing policies and curtail
its usefulness in resolving conflicts arising from compe-
tition for land. 125
The Coastal Resources Management Council has had
significant problems in becoming an effective management
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body. Although it has the directive to prepare a compre-
hensive plan for managing the coastal environment, the
eouncil seems bogged down with exercising its operating
functions, including in part issuing, modifying, or deny-
ing permits "for any work in, above, or beneath the water
areas under its jurisdiction, ••• L9rl... for dredging, filling
or any other physical alteration of intertidal salt marshes."126
However, a committee on planning has been appointed and is
now working closely with the Coastal Resources Center, a
research body established to provide assistance to the
council, to develop a comprehensive long-range man~ement
plan. 127 Until the council makes some overall policy
decisions relating to specific areas of management, it
will have little more impact than piecemeal legislation
that has been enacted in other states.
Maine has not yet attempted to form a council to
manage the coastal environment, but has initiated a top-
priority work program to devise a Coastal Development
Plan in response to the federal announcement proposing
establishment of a national plan for coastal zone manage-
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mente Much of Mainels coastal legislation will prove
far more effective if development of a comprehensive plan
is successful. The implemented plan will allow for coor-
dinated action of all state and local agencies with juris-
dictions in the coastal zone. 129
The purpose of the Maine Coastal Plan is to set
for-th the procedures by which coastal development
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can take place in ways consistent with the
natural characteristics of Maine's coastal
land and water resources. The plan will be
resource-based. oriented toward classifying
coastal areas according to their natural ca-
pacities and determining the types of uses
which are compatible with them.
A basic aspect of the plan will be an inven-
tory of the entire coastal zonel and. classi-
fication of coastal areas according to natural
characteristics, ecological relationships,
existing uses. and compatible potential uses.
Coastal development must be a function of both
the ecological and economic consequences of
various alternative uses. Comparative economic
values must be evaluated in making resource
allocation, Ioeational and development dee~
. 1~s10ns ••••
Through 't he plan, alternatives will be presented and cri-
teria established on which to base decisions to eliminate
the chaos of piecemeal development. 1) 1 As an interim
measure, the governor issued an Executive Order directing
"all state agencies and departments to refer all present
and future plans for projects, developments and construc-
tion in this coastal zone to the State Planning Office for
review of the developing coastal pl~~."lJ2
The development plan is divided into four phases that
were to have been completed by December 1973 had significant
amounts of federal funding been available as anticipated.
Phase II completed in May 1970, established the Coastal
Planning Advisory Task Force; set goals and objectives of
the planning program. defined the coastal zone, determined
participating agencies and their contributionsr selected
a pilot study area; developed general inventory and classi-
fication procedures to be tested in the pilot study area;
prepared an annotated bibliography and cataloged relevant
materials; and prepared base maps and collected preliminary
data relating to the pilot area. i)) The Coastal Planning
Advisory Task Force serves to establish effective inter-
agency working relationships. The pilot study area selected
by the task force is the upper Penobscot Bay, which "includes
a sufficient range of coastal resources and resource uses
to be used as a model for testing mapping, data gathering,
inventory and classification procedures. ,,134
As a major portion of Phase II, whose purpose is to
develop and program specific procedures, test and refine
the procedures in the pilot area, and develop a detailed
coastal planning program, including procedures. budgets,
and anticipated results,135 the Penobscot Bay Resource Plan
was completed in August 1972. This plan provides a detailed
inventory of natural resources and eXisting and potential
uses of the coastal area, and it presents alternative de-
velopment plans to be considered by regional and local
interests, thereby involving them in the planning process.
Phase III, conducting an inventory of the entire
coastal area, will follow based on the responses and evalu-
ation of the Penobsco·- Bay pilot project. 136 Phase IV will
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apparently consist of "legislative recommendations to imple-
ment the key conclusions derived from the planning inventory"
and an institutional analysis. 137
There is at present no mechanism .for implementation
of a statewide plan. Because considerable resistence to
interference in local processes is anticipated. the State
Planning Office is striving to develop local awareness of
what needs to be done "to preclude unnecessarY federal and
state involvement over ·local lands .....138 The task is to
balance the need for expanded state participa-
tion in the control of land use with the ob-
jective of limiting this participation to those
land use decisions which clearly involve only
state or regional interests, while at the same
time retaining local control over the smaller
community issues of strictly local concern. 139
In August 1971, Connecticut's Governor Meskill appointed
a Connecticut Coastal Zone Management Committee, "charged
with investigating the state's capabilities for planning
and managing coastal resources ••• n140 The committee devel-
oped a rationale for comprehensive planning and recommended
that a coordinating body, concerned with the planning and
management of the resources of Connecticut's coastal region
be established. The proposed coastal resources management
council would nestablish guidelines ensuring the long-term
protection. conservation. and restoration. as well as the
desirable utilization, of the resources of the Connecticut
coa • 1 region••• "141 It would also provide for the
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develop~ent of a comprehensive coastal resources management
program. The draft bill and committee report were circu-
lated for public and agency response on Eebr uary 1, 197).
The need of the state to expand planning and management
of coastal resources is recognized. The bill has not,
however, been brought before the legislature because of
controversy over the form that the council should take.
Participants in the Coastal Zone Management Council Work-
shops, at which alternatives for organizational structure
of the proposed council were discussed, indicated that
the legislature can expect to receive sub-
stantial resistance to attempts to create
a new agency or department. the reason being
a natural opposition to the proliferation of
government agencies that generally result in
. . th t b d 142an ~ncrease ln e axpayer's ur en."
A· protest of significant weight was registered by Dan
LUfkin. Commissioner of the Department of Environmental
Protection, on February 28. He insists that "a total
integration of coastal zone, water quality, and land use
programs at the State level is mandatory if we are to
avoid ••• duplication of effort ..... and recommends the
Mestablishment of an Interagency Coastal Resources Plan-
ning Board, whose duties would be to fulfill the planning-
related functions outlined in the committee report. n143
He further believes that the proposed council's management
authority Mis not well defined. counters the substantial
state efforts to consolidate natural resource planning
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and decision-making, and might compromise some of .••Lhi~
Department's current legislative mandates."144 The draft
legislation is being revised to counter protests and its
fate is unknown at this time. 145
New Hampshire has developed a draft plan for imple-
menting the national Coastal Zone Management Act, which is
being reviewed by affected state and regional agencies. 146
There is apparently very little chance that this plan will
be given much consideration unless the Coastal Zone Act
is funded. The Office of State Planning has conducted a
planning study of New Hampshire's coastal zone and made
recommendations for establishment of a Coastal Resources
Planning Council in the event that funding is received. 147
In general, the New Hampshire effort is administrative
and is neither supported nor opposed by the New Hampshire
public. Legislative support has been limited to specific
issues such as oil spills and salt marshes. Even the
governor has been less than enthusiastic, reserving his
judgement until land-use policy is clearly articulated at
the national level. 14 8
Management of New England's coastal resources is
being effected in increments. Persistently, the states in
the region have initiated laws to make gradual changes to-
ward recognizing a development-preservation balance in the
coastal zone. Their attempts to devise comprehensive plans
have been met with frustration. but have succeeded in slow
progression of the region's capability to manage its
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coastal resources. Adjustments will have to be made to
increase the effectiveness of management. The public must
be further educated to understand the implications of com-
prehensive management and be involved in future planning.
State, local, and federal programs must be better inte-
grated. Here, regional programs can provide positive
input to the planning process. assisting with the neces-
sary coordination of programs at other levels, focusing
on the interrelationship of programs. The impact of
regional organizations and studies in coastal zone plan-
ning in the New England marine region is an important
consideration.
THE IMP ACT o F
REG ION A L E F FOR T S
1_N P LAN N I N G
Development of coastal zone planning in the New
England states has benefited from regional efforts to
induce information sharing and cooperative planning.
Although no governmental structure exists on a regional
level to effect management implementation. a number of
regional organizations. both public and private, are
capable of providing significant inputs to comprehensive
coastal resource planning.
The New England Council for Economic Development
"is dedicated to the development of a sound and dynamic
region through the full utilization of all human. natural
and material resources. N149 Its primary interest is en-
couraging development of industry. business, and education
facilities. Through its volunteer group on marine resource
development. the council has become involved in the con-
cerns of coastal zone management. In the spring of 1970.
the New England Council sponsored the first New England
i •
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Coastal Zone Management Conference to ensure "that the
further development of our coastal areas proceed in an
orderly and reasoned manner •.• "15 0 and that a cooperative
regional effort was promoted. The conference brought
together planning technicians. scientists. economists,
lawyers. commercial fishermen, representatives of con-
servation groups, industrial managers, legislators and
administrators who would be directly involved in state
management plans. and others who might be affected by
or involved in coastal zone planning and management.
Through the conference, the problems that might be en-
countered were defined, and the opportunities available
in planning were identified. An important result was
the ensuing dialogue among planners within the region.
The dialogue has not been fluent, but it has provided a"
·sour ce of information to those seeking guidance in for-
mulating plans for their own states.
Optimistic about federal initiative for coastal
zone management in 1970 and 1971, the New England states
proceeded with their own plans in an effort to be ready
for federal funding. In September 1971, the New England
Council sponsored the Second New England Coastal Zone
Management Conference ' to examine the progress made both
regionally and nationally and to provide encouragement
for continuing management plans. 151 Both these confer-
ences were cosponsored by several of the involved regional
organizations whose own programs should be reviewed.
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The New England Marine Resources Information Program
is a Sea Grant advisory service of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, providing information to New
Englanders through publications, conferences, and workshops.
Its monthly newsletter covers a wide range of topics con-
eerning new developments in marine resource research, use
conflicts of the coastal zone, and opportunities for plan-
ning initiatives. A special emphasis of the program is
marine science in education. and many of the regionwide
workshops are directed toward elementary and high school
teachers and administrators. 152 Efforts of this nature
have developed special interest among students that may
be effectively coordinated to provide impetus for state-
wide, or regional, action in protecting the coastal zone. 1S]
The New England Regional Commission is primarily con-
cerned with boosting the region's economic development.
NBeyond the more tangible economic worth of the coastline,
the Commission sees that the environment is an important
long-term economic asset in its own right. "154 In the
region's coastal zone, some of the most crucial develop-
mental and environmental conflicts must be resolved. The
New England Regional Commission works closely with efforts
of the New England River Basins Commission to explore some
of these conflicts. providing financial support for the
River Basins Commission programs. Further, the Regional
Commission has provided financial support to each of the
region's states to help them consider the kinds of legal
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and institutional arrangements necessary for coastal zone
planning and management. 155 The first phase of Maine's
Coastal Development Plan and Connecticut's Coastal Zone
Management Committee study of coastal needs were both
sponsored by the Regional Commission.
Recently, the Regional Commission has received con-
siderable criticism that, together with the Administrative
decision to withdraw all funding for regional commissions
, 1 74 It' 't d . 156 S'for f~scal year 9 ,may resu ~n ~ s emlse. 1nce
its inception in 1969, no new jobs have been created as a
result of the commissionts efforts. 157 In the midst of
economic recession in New England, the on-going coastal
studies funded by the commission are, apparently, not
viewed as significant accomplishment, despite the impor-
tance that these studies have had in advancing regional
coastal zone planning.
The New England River Basins Commission has probably
provided the most significant contribution in maintaining
dialogue and developing natural resource management plans
within the reg~on. Under the provisions of the Water
Resources Planning Act of 1965. the River Basins Commission
serves to coordinate federal. state, and interstate plans
for use and development of water and related land resources
and is directed to prepare a comprehensive coordinated de-
velopment plan, which provides 'Iinformation on regionwide
needs and problems as a direct input into state policy and
planning - Dcesses, and into federal policy ana program
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development. M1S8 Special studies conducted by the commis-
sien emphasize problems of regional ·s i gni f i cance , such as
power facility siting and offshore oil development. At
present, the commission is engaged in the development of
coastal zone planning in tWo subregions of New England.
The Southeastern New England Study covers the entire
coastal zone of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and a small
portion of Connecticut's coast. (Figure 2) Within the
study region there are 14 river drainage basins that influ-
ence the coastal zone.
The study is a comprehensive and coordinated
planning process managed by a team of state
and federal officials and LNew England River
Basins Commission? staff, with the goal of
securing the full range of uses and benefits
accruing from balanced conservation and de-
velopment of the area's water and land
resources. 159
Public participation through an active Citizens' Advisory
Committee is an integral part of the study. This committee
is involved "in the process of evaluating and ranking al-
ternative planning proposals and in the implementation of
recommended alternatives.,,160 Regional inventories are
being carried out with the help of subdivision ad hoc
citizen workshops, in which representatives of key citizen
groups are provided with a working background of the pur-
poses of the study and a model for preparing an inventory
f d . th· b . 161 Th t do uses an resources ln elr BU reglon. e s u y
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The Long Island Sound Regional Study was initiated
in 1972, in response federal legislation authorizing a
comprehensive study of the sound. The Congress determined
.• • •that action to develop and preserve the natural
resources' of Long Island Sound and adjacent areas
is of the utmost importance to the United States,
and that, as a matter of national policy, these
resources should be developed in a manner consis-
tent with greatest public benefits. 1 62
The study area boundary on Long Island and in Westchester
County, Bronx, and Queens is the top of the watershed.
which separates the Long Island Sound drainage from non-
Long Island Sound drainage. In Connecticut. the boundary
is based on the jurisdictional lines of the five coastal
. 1 l' . . 163 (F" 3) Th 1 dreg~ona p ann1ng agenc~es. 19ure ese an
areas and included drainage basins significantly influence
the condition mld use of Long Island Sound. The ultimate
goal of the study is to effect regional coordination for
management that will
provide an environment of clean water, open
space and beauty that enriches human dignity
and enjoyment while maintaining solid economic
opportunity for the some 11 million people
within the region. 164
The present inventory phase is surveying not only potential
resource uses, but also the physical, biological. and chem-
ieal parameters that determine the capabilities of the
sound for supporting alternative uses. 165 Analysis and

























































alternatives for formulation of management plans. When
functional management plans have been developed, empha-
sizing the values for one use and showing alternative
methods for obtaining the objectives of that use,166
they will be formulated into a comprehensive management
system. 167
The Long Island Sound Regional Study was initiated
by intense public, interest, which continues to plan an
important role in the developing study. With the help of
a Citizens' Advisory Committee. a series of public meetings,
workshops, gaming simulation meetings, and formal hearings
and a scientific sampling survey of pUblic preferences have
been developed. through wiich the public will provide im-
portant data concerning development goals and attitudes
toward alternative uses' of Long Island Sound and related
land areas, to be used in developing functional management
168plans. The Long Island Sound Regional Study "may well
become a testing ground for a unique level of public par-
ticipation in coastal zone planning. N169
At the request of the New England Governors. the
River Basins Commission recently identified ways in which
new federal legislation "might be most effectively applied
to the resource planning and management needs of 'each state
and the New England region as a whole."170 This effort,
identifying "the range of planning requirements and oppor-
tunities of both the present and ••• ['Pending7' programs .....
and indicating "viable alternatives for action, .....171
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offers considerable opportunity to the states to respond
to regional problems and opportunities in resource manage-
ment. In fact~ permission for regional coordination is
found in both the Coastal Zone Management Act and the
pending Land-use Bill, but neither gives positive induce-
ment for regional coordination. 172
Although the River Basins Commission has made excel-
lent efforts to gain public support "in the planning proces-
ses of the Southeastern New England Study and the Long
Island Sound Regional Study, the public in general does
not respond to regional organizations seriously because
there is no direct responsibility of the organization to
the local public. 1? ) ' Greater support is likely to be given
to the River Basins Commission as the public becomes aware
of the regional significance of environmental policies.
The subregional efforts of the Southeastern New England
Study and the Long Island Sound Study ~ay produce a broader
acceptance for River Basins Commission programs, and will
certainly make use of the opportunities for coordination
identified by the commission.
The Natural Resources Center is an "innovative pri-
vate. non-profit organization which may serve as a valuable
bridge and intermediary between citizen groups. other types
of private organizations such as utility companies. and
government administrative and planning agencies active. in
the resource management field."174 Rather than taking
stands on controversial issues. the center attempts to
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provide for communication between policy makers and citi-
zen groups in the early stages of"planning. The center
has developed citizen evaluation groups for particular
planning decisions, designed a public participation frame-
work for a pilot waste water treatment planning effort,
and sponsored a regional conference for members of Con-
servation Commissions. 175 Special projects of the center
include an inventory of key wetlands in the region. and
assistance to the New England River Basins Commission in
its offshore oil .study.1 76
The New England Center for Continuing Education is
a cooperative venture of the six New England state univer-
sities and is "a landmark in the emerging field of con-
tinuing education .•• "!?? One of its major functions is
to sponsor "conferences, institutes, and seminars on issues
f . 1 . "f" "178 Th h b .o regl0na S1gnl lcance. e center as een lncreas-
ingly involved with the New England Coastal Zone Management
Conferences, handling coordination of the third conference
in the fall of 1972. The many groups that regularly seek
assistance from the center for conference development, such
as the New England Municipal Administrators, provide the
center with a tremendous resource for broadening pUblic
understanding of coastal resource problems. 179
The League of Women Voters Education Fund, which is
centered in Washington, D.C., has also shown special in-
terest in the problems of the region's coastal zone. In
cooperation with the New England Council and the New
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England Natural Resources Center. the Education Fund has
held small seminars on coastal resource problems for re-
gionwide opinion leaders. Although the emphasis of these
seminars has been criticized as being "more regional than
"180 t'· , h t t" 1 1 .necessary con 1nu~ng sem1nars ave po en 1a va ue 1n
furthering regional understanding of coastal resource
problems.
These many regional efforts have succeeded in pro-
viding planners with the tools to develop alternative plans
for coastal zone use, but, at present, th~ actual coordina-
tion among the region's states individually and through
the regional organizations is fragmented. "New England
has a historic pattern of individual decision-makers taking
isolated actions to further their individual ends, most of
which were individually logical. n181 State planners give
considerable credit to the New England River Basins Commis-
sion and the New England Regional Commission for their
efforts in developing regional discussion,182 but little
of that effort is reflected in the developing state coastal
management plans. Several of these plans have included a
token paragraph indicating need to consult with neighboring
states to ensure success in planning goals, but only through
the River Basins Commission Southeastern ~ew. England Study
and Long Island ·Sound Study have neighboring states actually
worked together to develop goals that are mutually compatible.
Certainly, these are the area~ of the potentially greatest
interstate conflicts, thus it is appropriate that coordinated
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planning efforts should begin here. If one regional organ-
ization were to be designated for development of a regional
perspective in coastal zone planning, the River Basins
Commission might be selected because it has evidenced
the greatest ability to induce information sharing and
cooper~tive planning. Still, a regional planning effort
must be politically viable, having "political support to
gain acceptance and consent for meaningful activites on
a regional level."18) To be effective in this task, the
River Basins Commission would need to expand its funding
capabilities and develop new levels of public support.
D EVE LOP I N G A
REG ION A L PER S PEe T I V E
Ultimately, adherence to a plan--regional, state,
or local--is dependent on citizen support. The technician
may design a plan for coastal resource use that is logical,
reasonable, and essential to the maintenance of certain
minimum levels of preservation, but decision to implement
the plan must be determined by the public. 184 Executives
may issue orders effecting plans or the legislature may
enact laws that provide for implementation of plans, but
without real understanding of the plan at the grass-roots
level the plan will be mismanaged. Frequently, exceptions
will be made and the clauses suggesting regional consul-
tation will go unheeded. Those local officials, "who. cry
the loudest about local autonomy being threatened by state
or federai intervention, •.• will continue to allow haphazard
coastal development without restrictions during the transi-
tion period."185 This local mismanagement will gradually
diminish the area remaining to be preserved, limiting
severely the potential uses for the coastal zone.
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Considerable local acceptance of coastal zone plan-
ning can be gained by involving citizens in each phase of
the planning effort and allowing oitizens to choose from
planning alternatives. In New England
••• the basic facts of hydrology and ecology will
require that planning and implementation of land
use, water quality and coastal zone programs
must have some regional perspective if they are
to be at all successful. 186
Thus a regional perspective must be developed among the
many publics that should be involved in the planning efforts.
Identifying the publics that should be involved is
difficult. 18? The pUblic is not a well-defined entity. Man-
agement of the coastal zone affects a" broad spectrum of
publios from the very poor, who are dependent on the near-
city beaches for recreation, to the wealthy who can drive
to resorts on the central Maine coast. The publics are
defined by their occupational relation to the coastal
zone (e.g., industry, military, and scientific research).
Specific interest groups, particularly conservation groups,
define another public to be considered in planning processes.
More adequate opportunities must be provided for all
those pUblios with an already active interest in the coast-
al zone to express their concerns '.1 have them considered
i th 1 · 188 A t ttl b dn e p ann1ng process. ~~ at emp mus a so e rna e
to encourage those currently unaware and uninvolved segments
of the population to develop a better understanding of the
issues being considered and the opportunities existing for
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. f th' . 189expreSS10n 0 elr Vlews.
From a review of some of the relevant environmental
legislation. a correlation between effectiveness and the
extent of public involvement can be made. (Figure 4) For
example. the Conservation Commissions in Massachusetts.
which have provided a forum for public interaction in the
d~cision-making process concerning preservation or develop-
ment of marshes. provide a foundation for public acceptance
of necessary wetlands control. Communication among town
publics is provided through the commissions as well. On
the other hand, in Rhode Island, where a technical committee
devised th~ management plan and where public hearings seem
to be the only means for public participation, there is
continuing controversy over the role of the Coastal Resources
Council. The Council has prohibited very little development
and seems uneasy with its role of coastal resource control.
Legislative approval is an indication of public support,
but is often not a true indicator of willingness to imple-
ment decisions where the law is vague. The legislature
is perhap~ too impersonal to reflect grass-roots sentiment.
Only where the law is. strict and well-defined is it effec-
tive without public understanding and genu~ne acceptance
of the concept of management.
Traditionally, public · involvement has been limited
to public hearings. The hearing process is formal and
does not allow for an exchange of information that pro-
vides essential background for understanding the implications
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of ' various alternatives, if in fact alternatives are pre-
sented. Usually, the public hearing occurs after a par-
ticular plan has been developed so that the alternatives
are not viewed by the public. The public hearing provides
a minimum opportunity for public participation in planning,
although in combination with other methods of public in-
volvement the public hearing continues to be useful.
In New England, the town meeting and existence of
conservation commissions have provided other viable means
for the public to participate in planning and decision-
making processes. The town meeting, unlike the public
hearing, provides an adequate forum for discussion of
the issues and alternatives available, if the public is
interested and informed. The public attending, however,
may not be Hsufficiently informed to ask relatively
sophisticated questions dealing with principles and
objectives ••. " of the plan,190 and may not be interested
unless the plan is reactive to a visible disaster . In
dealing with coastal resource use, people who are uninter-
ested must be convinced of the importance of planning. 191
At public hearings and town meetings so many issues
are considered that it is sometimes difficult to k~ep
track of each specific agenda item. The coastal _~
may be introduced, discussed, and passed or rejected at
one crucial meeting, where there is little time fo~ con-
tinuing deliberation of the plan. A less formal op~ion
is necessary, that will inform the public, then cor ~ er
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the plan in increments, allowing exploration of alternatives
at each level of planning.
The conservation commissions have the advantage of
representing concerned citizens groups so that interest is
inherent in the group. Commission members are often opinion
leaders, interpreting planning information and transmitting
it to those with whom they interact, who in turn interact
with others. 192 The 'public' represented by the commissions
is limited, but this chain reaction communication allows
information to be synthesized among a large number of
publics.
A citizen~ advisory committee of broad representation
provides the backbone of citizen participation in both the
New England River Basins Commission studies. In the South-
eastern New England Study, the core group of the Citizens'
Advisory Committee consists of nine representatives of
industry and conservation groups and eight scientists and
social scientists to form a scientific task group. The
Citizens' Advisor~ Committee maintains a two-way dialogue
between the resource planners and the public through work-
shops, public surveys, presentations, and hearings. 193
The workshops provide a media for education as well as
eliciting information from various public groups regarding
their perceptions of important problems requiring solution.
and their evaluation of institutional arrangements and
management alternatives that ,coul d be appropriately em-
ployed. 194 Two ad hoc members to the advisory committee
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are elected from each of the 14 drainage-basin workshops.
They bring action matters to the attention of tne advisory
committee and aevelop the inputs for the resource inven-
tories. 195 Workshop participants are expected to present
information to other area publics, developing local interest
groups for regional planning.
Task forces provide more technical input to the plan-
ning process, ensuring adequate data backup for planning
de~isions. The disadvantage of task forces, even if chosen
from within the planning region, is that they represent
technical expertise removed from the pUblic. Too often,
during the data collection phase of the planning process,
the study becomes invisible, and public interest is signif-
icantly dissipated. 196 The information bank developed by
the task force can be extremely useful if presented to the
public, rather than preserved for the technicians. Consid-
erable effort must be made, however, in preparing the mater-
ial for the layman.
Continuing education of the public should be made
readily available through promotional literature and re-
search publications carefully edited for the layman and
supplemented with pictures and maps. The Maine Penobscot
Bay Resource Plan is a good example of planning material
that has been developed for the public. This book is
well-w~ten and is personal, relating coastal resource
management to daily life styles. Its· many maps clearly
present an inventory of the area's wetlands, fisheries
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resources, geology. water-flow patterns. water quality.
forest characteristics. and proposed land use. The plan
also includes highly sophisticated charts for those of
the public more £amiliar with planning techniques.
As in any effort to stimulate public understanding,
mass media--television. radio, and newspapers--provide an
excellent opportunity for developing public interest in
the planning process. Public service time might be used
for panel discussions considering some of the most accep-
table alternatives for planning or exploring the regional
nature of the coastal zone. Figure 5 describes the degree
of public participation in various public involvement
mechanisms, most of which have been discussed here.
Clearly, for state planning processes, there are
several methods of gaining public involvement that will
heighten the level of acceptance for the overall plan
when it is implemented. To develop a regional perspec-
tive in absence of planning considerations. which will be-
come a part of implementation of state and local plans, is
more diffiCUlt but uses the same techniques. Furthermore,
if opinion leaders in state and local planning processes
have been involved in efforts to develop consciousness of
the coastal zone as a region, this consciousness will be
infused throughout the local planni~g process. and thus.
naturally coincide with public participation.
Specific regionwide efforts can be used to develop
a regional perspective among a variety of opinion leaders
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--teachers. conservation groups. members of the League of
Women Voters. and town conservation commissions.
+ Science teachers workshopsi Teachers' workshops
already have wide acceptance and good attendance.
Adequate funding should be provided to expand the
workshops now developed by the New Englahd Marine
Resources Information Program to focus on the re-
gional ecological factors that make planning within
the framework of regional consciousness so important.
+ Interest group workshopsi Interest groups and
coastal conservation commissions should be brought
together in workshops to explore the relation of
regional ecological factors to local management.
The New England Natural Resources Center, which
is already a forum for interest group interaction.
the New England Council, and the New England Center
for Continuing Education should coordinate efforts
to develop these workshops. The League of Women
Voters should be included to ensure participation
of a greater number of local opinion leaders.
Workshop participants should be encouraged to
develop local dialogue on the regional perspective,
through special meetings and town councils.
+ Conferences for planning leadersl Coastal zone
management conferences for the region's planning
leaders should be continued with new emphasis on
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the scientific factors that necessitate regional
consciousness in their planning efforts.
The New England marine region does have the tools
and the promise for developing a consciousness of the
regional integration of the coastal zone. Within each
state there are similar efforts to control coastal re-
source use. The concept of comprehensive planning for
coastal zone management is receiving increasing atten-
tion from state planners and regional organizations.
Adherence to these plans is dependent on citizen support.
which may be gained by involving citizens in the planning
effort. Ultimately, to achieve a balance between preser-
vation and development of coastal resour.ces in the New
England marine region. public-involvement efforts must
be directed toward developing a regional perspective in
planning.
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